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Abstract

This paper presents the theoretical framework and research design to study the innovation patterns of 
world market leaders (WML)1 located in geographically remote regions of Germany. We conceptualize WML 
as firms that maintain particularly strong translocal relationships with other actors. These firms must be 
capable not only of marketing their products globally, but also of continuously generating knowledge about 
the respective technological fields as well as about users, competitors and potential collaboration partners 
in order to sustain their competitive advantage and market leadership.

Partially contradictory to assumptions in literature on the geography of innovation, these firms do not 
seem to be primarily reliant on local forms of knowledge creation, and instead maintain translocal and global 
collaborations to create knowledge for their innovation processes. The aim of this project is thus to un-
derstand firm-level conditions and procedures that facilitate and maintain relationships across distance, 
to create knowledge for innovation processes. In so doing, this project relates to the overarching research 
interests of the Collaborative Research Centre (SFB 1199): “Processes of Spatialization under the Global 
Condition”. Through the elaboration of spatial varieties of collaboration and innovation processes, the project 
will help to better understand processes of spatialization, highlighting the relation of proximity and distance, 
as well as helping to identify spatial formats relevant to economic actors highly networked in a globalized 
economy.

Regarding the research design, we propose a standardized survey to investigate spatial aspects of in-
novation patterns of firms at focus as a first step. This survey will be enlarged by a random sample of WML 
located in agglomerations, to expose potential differences of the implementation of innovative activities, as 
dependent on the location. In a second step, qualitative interviews with representatives of selected firms will 
shed light on the central questions of the project. We want to understand which conditions and procedures 
enable WML located outside of agglomerations to engage in and utilize translocal knowledge creation pro-
cesses. The influence of local relationships and factors that bind firms to their locations are questioned and 
put in relation to translocal collaborations.

1 Simon considers firms to be world market leaders when they have one of the top three positions in a specific market segment 
and / or technology field in the world, respectively being the No. 1 in Europe (H. Simon, Hidden Champions des 21. Jahrhunderts, 
Frankfurt: Campus, 2007). The databases we work with list German firms based on this definition.
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1 Introduction

It is widely acknowledged that being able to innovate is a key competitive advantage for firms in the global 
knowledge economy.2 Since processes of innovation require the combination of different competencies, 
knowledge sources, skills and technologies, firm-level innovation processes often rely on actors’ interactive 
learning,3 which has been conceptualized as open innovation.4 Thus, the basis to shape successful innova-
tion processes is to combine firm-internal capacities with external sources of knowledge, provided by vari-
ous actors, including suppliers, lead users and research institutions.5 Hence, innovation processes produce 
and are based on specific geographies. We may therefore understand innovation as being interlinked with 
processes of respatialization under conditions of increasing global interconnectivity.

While external knowledge can be acquired on all spatial scales,6 literature in economic geography pro-
vides strong arguments that the exchange of innovation-relevant knowledge across firms and other actors 
as well as that of the accompanying learning processes is promoted through geographical proximity.7 It is 
argued that due to the partly tacit nature of knowledge and its embeddedness, in particular in sociocultural 
and institutional contexts, cooperation and knowledge creation processes are enhanced through colocation 
with other actors.8 Dense metropolitan areas and clusters are said to offer multiple opportunities for knowl-
edge exchange, for example through periodic face-to-face contact, a common labour pool and shared insti-
tutions. These factors seem to provide a basis for local interaction to take place. In contrast, it is argued that 
firms located in geographically remote areas benefit less from opportunities arising from local interaction.9 
Characterized as organizationally thin, peripheral regions usually seem to lack dynamic clusters of firms and 
support organizations.10 

This means that this particular kind of firm has to deal with the challenge of innovation and competition 
in a peculiar way. It seems, we argue, that they find a specifically spatialized response: as has been demon-
strated, apart from local interacting and knowledge sourcing, firms may acquire knowledge by collaboration 
with non-local actors from outside the region.11 As a few, mostly quantitative, studies show, firms in pe-
ripheral regions make use of interacting at a distance to shape their innovation processes.12 For example, 
empirical evidence from Sweden demonstrates that firms in the periphery collaborate more commonly with 

   2 For Hansen and Winther, the term knowledge economy refers to an economy where, due to the increasing speed of knowledge 
diffusion, firms must constantly innovate to remain competitive. For the authors, this is not only the case for certain high-tech 
industries, but for all industries (T. Hansen and L. Winter, “Manufacturing in the knowledge economy: innovation in low-tech 
industries”, in: J.R. Brydon, J. Clark and V. Vanchan (eds.), Handbook of Manufacturing Industries in the World Economy, Chel-
tenham: Edward Elgar, 2015). The same applies for knowledge intensity: it is not only a certain type of knowledge (e.g. scientific 
knowledge) that is affected/demanded. Rather, the economy in general is becoming more knowledge intensive.

  3 B.A. Lundvall and B. Johnson, “The learning economy”, Journal of industry studies 1 (1994) 2, pp. 23–42.
  4 H. Chesbrough, Open Innovation: The New Imperative for Creating And Profiting from Technology, Cambridge, MA: Harvard 

Business Press, 2003.
  5 K. Laursen and A. Salter, “Open for innovation: The role of openness in explaining innovation performance among UK manufac-

turing firms”, Strategic Management Journal 27 (2006) 2, pp. 131–150.
  6 H. Bathelt and P. Cohendet, “The creation of knowledge: local building, global accessing and economic development—toward 

an agenda”, Journal of Economic Geography 14 (2014) 5, pp. 869–882; M. Grillitsch and M. Trippl, “Combining Knowledge from 
Different Sources, Channels and Geographical Scales”, European Planning Studies 22 (2014) 11, pp. 2305–2325. 

  7 M.S. Gertler, “Tacit knowledge and the economic geography of context, or The undefinable tacitness of being (there)”, Journal of 
Economic Geography 3 (2003) 1, pp. 75–99; M. Storper and A.J. Venables, “Buzz: face-to-face contact and the urban economy”, 
Journal of Economic Geography 4 (2004) 4, pp. 351–370.

  8 P. Maskell and A. Malmberg, “Localised learning and industrial competitiveness”, Cambridge Journal of Economics 23 (1999) 2, 
pp. 167–185.

  9 A. Rodriguez-Pose and R.D. Fitjar, “Archipelago Economies and the Future of Intermediate and Peripheral Areas in a Spiky World”, 
European Planning Studies 21 (2013) 3, pp. 355–372.

10 F. Tödtling and M.Trippl, “One size fits all?: Towards a differentiated regional innovation policy approach”, Research policy 34 
(2005) 8, pp. 1203–1219.

11 H. Bathelt, A. Malmberg and P. Maskell, “Clusters and knowledge: local buzz, global pipelines and the process of knowledge 
creation”, Progress in Human Geography 82 (2004) 1, pp. 31–56; H. Bathelt and S. Henn, “The geographies of knowledge 
transfers over distance: toward a typology”, Environment and planning A 46 (2014) 6, pp. 1403–1424.

12 A. Isaksen and J. Karlsen, “Can small regions construct regional advantages? The case of four Norwegian regions”, European 
Urban and Regional Studies 20 (2012) 3, pp. 243–257; Rodriguez-Pose and Fitjar, “Archipelago Economies”; R. Shearmur and 
D. Doloreux, “How open innovation processes vary between urban and remote environments: slow innovators, market-sourced 
information and frequency of interaction”, Entrepreneurship & Regional Development 28 (2016) 5–6, pp. 1–21; S. Virkkala, 
“Innovation and Networking in Peripheral Areas — a Case Study of Emergence and Change in Rural Manufacturing” European 
Planning Studies 15 (2007) 4, pp. 511–529.
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distant partners than firms in central locations.13 Thus, it is expected that these firms do not depend on local 
opportunities of local knowledge sourcing, and use further sources and channels for knowledge creation. 
This research strand, however, lacks systematic empirical evidence as well as qualitative studies to answer 
questions such as how these firms identify complementary, yet distant sources of knowledge, or which 
possibilities these firms predominantly use to initiate and maintain knowledge flows on a translocal or global 
scale. In the context of the SFB one might argue: how they create new spatial formats in order to pursue 
their objective of enhancing their competitiveness on the world market, which means successfully dealing 
with the challenges of the global condition. Ultimately, it is questioned whether the “pipeline option” may not 
only complement local buzz, but also compensate it.14

With our project, we aim to contribute to these research gaps from a Western European perspective.15 
Methodologically, we follow an integrative approach to understanding innovation processes resulting from 
dynamic interaction at three interrelated levels: knowledge creation of individuals and communities (in firms), 
knowledge coordination of firms, and spatial-institutional contextualization of knowledge.16 In a first step, 
we propose a standardized survey to investigate innovation patterns of firms at focus. This survey will be 
enlarged by a random sample of world market leaders (WML) located in agglomerations, to expose poten-
tial differences of the implementation of innovation activities depending on the location. In a second step, 
in-depth interviews with representatives of those WML located in remote areas of Germany, which use dif-
ferent sources for knowledge creation, will be conducted. Since being located in the “knowledge periphery”, 
17 we assume that these firms often do not depend on local knowledge sources and are deeply embedded 
into global networks of partners, counterparts and markets. Hence, we expect that these firms offer a prime 
example to study translocal and global forms of knowledge creation, collaboration and networking. We aim 
to put emphasis on how they manage to create and maintain translocal connections in order to generate 
and utilize knowledge for their innovation processes. Thereby, we also contribute to a more fundamental 
question, that is, whether or not the characteristics of the region where a firm is located really influence the 
firm’s propensity to participate in innovation.18

Within the Collaborative Research Centre, this project helps to understand the configuration and estab-
lishment of spatial formats as a component of present-time business activities. The specific perspective of 
human geography on all those relationships, forms of cooperation, places for exchange and interrelations 
between these locations will be employed in order to identify spatial formats within the (global) options for 
knowledge creation that are manifested and reproduced through interactions of the actors involved.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section presents current debates, theoret-
ical concepts and corresponding empirical evidence from the literature on innovation studies and economic 
geography, as well as stating the research gaps. We then outline the research agenda and intention to study 
the innovation patterns of WML located in geographically remote areas of Germany. In the conclusion we 
summarize the theoretical framework and state the expected results.

13 M. Grillitsch and M. Nilsson, “Innovation in peripheral regions: Do collaborations compensate for a lack of local knowledge 
spillovers?”, The Annals of Regional Science 54 (2015) 1, pp. 299–321.

14 Ibid.; Rodriguez-Pose and Fitjar, “Archipelago Economies”.
15 Shearmur and Doloreux, “How open innovation processes vary between urban and remote environments”. For a perspective on 

the global south, see e.g. Ndabeni et al 2016; A. Rodriguez-Pose and C. Wilkie, “Understanding and learning from an evolving 
geography of innovation”, in: R. Shearmur, C. Carrincazeaux and D. Doloreux (eds.), Handbook on the Geographies of Innovation, 
Cheltenham: Edward Elgar, 2016, pp. 63–87; Chaminade et al. 2016, at 371)

16 J. Manniche, J. Moodysson and S. Testa, “Combinatorial Knowledge Bases: An Integrative and Dynamic Approach to Innovation 
Studies”, Economic Geography (2016), pp. 1–20.

17 Grillitsch and Nilsson, “Innovation in peripheral regions”.
18 Jakobsen & Lorentzen 2015, at 81.
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2 Theoretical Background: Firm-level Innovation, 
Knowledge Creation, and Multilocal Interaction

2.1 Firm-level Innovation

2.1.1 Understanding Innovation Processes

In his historical sketch of R&D and innovative activities by firms over the past 100 years, Teece describes 
how the organizational model of a few, rather isolated corporate research laboratories of certain industries in 
the late nineteenth century in the United States and Europe completely changed. The result is today’s de-
centralized innovation model connecting firms with actors from different organizations, technological fields, 
sectors and regions of the world, to create ideas for new products and processes.19 This change is strongly 
connected to the growing significance of innovation, which today is a key factor for the competitiveness of 
firms in a globalizing knowledge economy, especially for firms based in advanced, high-cost.20 

Whereas the outcome of an innovation process is usually differentiated and measured through a 
straightforward typology of product innovation, process innovation, organizational innovation and marketing 
innovation, underlying processes leading to firm-level innovation reveal a growing complexity and require 
the combination of different competencies, skills and technologies.21 Innovation is thus a knowledge-driven 
process that relies on both firm-internal competencies and access to external knowledge sources. These 
external sources encompass a wide range of actors, including users, customers, suppliers, research institu-
tions, and competitors.22

While the prevailing ideas that innovation is open and that a single organization cannot innovate in iso-
lation, are widely accepted, innovation practices of firms reveal various forms and varying degrees of open-
ness.23 In their review of the literature on open innovation, Dahlander and Gann develop a matrix of four types 
of openness along the two dimensions: inbound vs. outbound open innovation and pecuniary vs. non-pecu-
niary interactions.24 Each type of openness has both, advantages and disadvantages. While acquiring exper-
tise as input for innovation processes over the market place (inbound/pecuniary) comes with a high degree 
of control, research shows that similar knowledge bases between the acquiring and acquired firms might 
decrease the innovative performance. Non-pecuniary knowledge sourcing (inbound/non-pecuniary) on the 
other hand, describes the scanning of the external environment for available ideas and technologies which 
can complement internal processes. Unless there is a clear purpose and strategy guiding the scanning 
process, firms might risk suffering from an overload of information and ineffectiveness. The two outbound 
types, selling or licensing inventions and technologies (pecuniary) and revealing internal resources (non-pe-
cuniary), both have advantages such as direct financial rewards for R&D efforts or an increased interest of 
potential partners to collaborate. Possible disadvantages are also obvious: for example, it is difficult for firms 
to assess the potential value of an invention or new technology when they aim to sell it. When engaging 
in open exchanges of knowledge, firms might run the risk of leaking information to competitors and other 
actors without gaining benefits for themselves.25

19 D.J. Teece, “Technological innovation and the theory of the firm: The role of enterprise-level knowledge, complementarities, and 
(dynamic) capabilities”, in: B.H. Hall and N. Rosenberg (eds.), Handbook of the Economics of Innovation, Amsterdam: Elsevier, 
2010, pp. 679–730.

20 B. Asheim et al., “Knowledge bases, modes of innovation and regional innovation policy: a theoretical re-examination with 
illustrations from the Nordic countries”, in: H. Bathelt, M. Feldman, and D.F. Kogler (eds.), Beyond Territory: Dynamic Geographies 
of Knowledge Creation and Innovation, Kogler: Routledge, 2011; Crescebzi, Riccardoa 2016.

21 Chesbrough, Open Innovation; Lundvall and Johnson, “The learning economy”; OECD, “Oslo Manual: The Measurement of 
Scientific and Technological Activities”, Organisation for Economic and Co-operation and Development, Paris, 2005.

22 T. Felin and T.R. Zenger, “Closed or open innovation? Problem solving and the governance choice”, Research policy 43 (2014) 5, 
pp. 914–925.

23 Chesbrough, Open Innovation; L. Dahlander and D.M. Gann, “How open is innovation?”, Research policy 39 (2010) 6, 
pp. 699–709; E.K.R.E. Huizingh, “Open innovation: State of the art and future perspectives”, Technovation 31 (2011) 1, pp. 2–9; R. 
Shearmur, “Are cities the font of innovation? A critical review of the literature on cities and innovation”, Cities 29 (2012), pp. 9–18; 
J. West and al., “Open innovation: The next decade”, Research policy 43 (2014) 5, pp. 805–811.

24 Dahlander and Gann, “How open is innovation?”.
25 Ibid, at 703-705.
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From another perspective, Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler consider knowledge flows in open innovation 
to approach varying forms and degrees of openness.26 They distinguish between three processes, namely 
knowledge exploration, retention, and exploitation. These can be performed either internally or externally and 
underline the importance of a firm’s ability to successfully manage its own knowledge base, both internally 
and through external connections, to benefit from open innovation over time.

In doing so, firms have various opportunities to engage in open innovation processes and may develop 
certain strategies for their management of innovation activities. The next section discusses current re-
search on the coordination of such activities on the firm and managerial level.

2.1.2 Coordination of Internal and External Knowledge for Innovation Activities

Research on how firms can exploit internal knowledge (externally) and internalize external, complementary 
knowledge for their innovation purposes has led to a rich body of literature. We will focus on those firms 
putting knowledge at the centre, as it is the key resource for innovation.27

Concepts such as dynamic capabilities and absorptive capacity developed in organizational and man-
agement studies focusing on firm internal governance structures, to be able to deploy internal knowledge 
and internalize external knowledge for innovation activities.28 From the knowledge-based perspective of the 
firm, dynamic capabilities describe a firm’s ability to develop knowledge capacities and to profit from open 
innovation.29 These abilities include the management of internal social relations of individuals and groups 
within the firm, to productively use differences in their knowledge bases. This aspect is closely connected to 
the maintenance of internal routines and organizational capabilities, which are essential for the coordination 
and integration of knowledge use and exploration processes.30 Absorptive capacity relates to the exploring 
of external knowledge and is defined as recognizing, assimilating, and applying external knowledge.31 It is 
thus important for firms not only to identify valuable external knowledge, but also to enable the integration 
of it into its own knowledge base. Accessing external knowledge can generate multiple interactions between 
economic agents, which are established through various channels and mechanisms, such as alliances and 
joint ventures, corporate venture capital, licensing contests and tournaments, open source platforms, and 
participation in various development communities.32 

However, along the continuum of open and closed innovation, empirical research has shown that there 
are substantial variations in the degree to which firms collaborate with external actors when innovating.33 
Although in reality, very few firms follow a fully closed innovation approach, in which they would generate 
their own innovation ideas and then develop, build, market, distribute, service, finance, and support them 
on their own, some firms pursue more closed approaches and manage to remain innovative with only few 
external influences.34 As Felin and Zenger show with their typology of innovation governance, certain inno-
vation “problems” are best managed within the firm internally.35 Especially if firms face rather complex prob-
lems that require theory-guided searches, identifying and flexibly recombining internal knowledge can be 
beneficial. Accordingly, strong internal knowledge capacities and the ability of its exploitation can reduce the 
need for external sources of knowledge. In a similar vein, Shearmur and Doloreux differentiate between fast 

26 U. Lichtenthaler and E. Lichtenthaler, “A Capability-Based Framework for Open Innovation: Complementing Absorptive Capacity”, 
Journal of Management Studies 46 (2009) 8, pp. 1315–1338.

27 S. Strambach and B. Klement, “Cumulative and Combinatorial Micro-dynamics of Knowledge: The Role of Space and Place in 
Knowledge Integration”, European Planning Studies 20 (2012) 11, pp. 1843–1866.

28 G. Dosi, M. Faillo and L. Marengo, “Organizational Capabilities, Patterns of Knowledge Accumulation and Governance Structures 
in Business Firms: An Introduction”, Organization Studies 29 (2008) 8–9, pp. 1165–1185; Teece, “Technological innovation and 
the theory of the firm”.

29 Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler, “A Capability-Based Framework for Open Innovation”, at 1318.
30 Strambach and Klement, “Cumulative and Combinatorial Micro-dynamics of Knowledge”.
31 W.M. Cohen and D.A. Levinthal, “Absorptive capacity: a new perspective on learning and innovation”, Administrative Science 

Quarterly 35 (1990) 1, pp. 128–152.
32 Felin and Zenger, “Closed or open innovation?”; S. Nunes and R. Lopes, “Firm Performance, Innovation Modes and Territorial 

Embeddedness”, European Planning Studies 23 (2015) 9, pp. 1796–1826.
33 Laursen and Salter, “Open for innovation”.
34 E. Lichtenthaler and H. Ernst, “Opening up the innovation process: the role of technology aggressiveness”, R&D Management 39 

(2009) 1, pp. 38–54.
35 Felin and Zenger, “Closed or open innovation?”.
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and slow innovators.36 Depending on the type of information and knowledge needed (market vs. non-market 
sourced information), some firms might rely on less frequent interaction compared to others. Also, firms 
might decide against engaging in open innovation because of associated costs (e.g. costs of searching for 
relevant knowledge or costs of complex contracting in joint innovation projects) and associated risks and 
uncertainties about its outcome.37

On the other end of the continuum of open and closed innovation, recent research on innovation net-
works reveals a trend towards a global distribution of innovation activities within and between (multinational) 
corporations. For example, firms might develop their products together with their key suppliers and knowl-
edge-intensive business services (KIBS), which have different locations and competencies all over the world 
themselves.38 Global innovation networks have been studied especially in high-tech industries such as the 
ICT industry, where the pace of technological advancements and global competition is steadily increasing.39

2.2 The Geography of Innovation

2.2.1 Territorial Innovation Models, Advantages of Colocation, and Agglomeration Effects

Parallel to the development of the research in firm-level innovation in organizational studies and innovation 
studies, scholars in economic geography have been developing spatial approaches to innovation since the 
1980s. These approaches aim to examine how the innovativeness of firms is influenced by their specific 
local and regional institutional environments and by relations to other actors. Concepts developed in this 
context, such as industrial districts, innovative milieus, regional innovation systems, learning regions, and re-
gional clusters are collectively termed territorial innovation models.40 A common argument rests on the as-
sumption that the exchange of innovation-relevant knowledge between firms is promoted through different 
forms of proximity, with geographical proximity being emphasized in particular.41 Common to all approaches 
is to perceive the regional scale as being most relevant for interaction and learning — conceptualizing the 
region with fuzzy boundaries, but always between the local and the national scale (SOURCE).

One argument for this focus on geographical proximity stems from the twofold differentiation of knowl-
edge into explicit and codified and implicit, tacit knowledge.42 Due to the characteristics of implicit knowl-
edge,43 its (re)production and transfer is only possible through the recurrent interaction of those involved and 
thus is said to be particularly favoured in spatially limited production structures.44 In retrospect, Ter Wal and 
Boschma identify four mechanisms of knowledge flows reflected in territorial innovation models: (1) through 

36 Shearmur and Doloreux, “How open innovation processes vary between urban and remote environments”.
37 Dahlander and Gann, “How open is innovation?”.
38 H. Schmitz and S. Strambach, “The organisational decomposition of innovation and global distribution of innovative activities: 

insights and research agenda”, International Journal of Technological Learning, Innovation and Development 2 (2009) 4, 
pp. 231–249.

39 P. Cooke, “Global Production Networks and Global Innovation Networks: Stability Versus Growth”, European Planning Studies 
21 (2013) 7, pp. 1081–1094; M.D. Parrilli, K. Nadvi and H.W.-C. Yeung, “Local and Regional Development in Global Value Chains, 
Production Networks and Innovation Networks: A Comparative Review and the Challenges for Future Research”, European 
Planning Studies 21 (2013) 7, pp. 967–988.

40 O. Crevoisier and H. Jeannerat, “Territorial knowledge dynamics: from the proximity paradigm to the multi-location Milieus”, 
European planning studies 17 (2009) 8, pp. 1223–1241; A. Lagendijk, “Learning from conceptual flow in regional studies: Framing 
present debates, unbracketing past debates” Regional Studies 40 (2006) 4, pp. 385–399; F. Moulaert and F. Sekia, “Territorial 
Innovation Models: A Critical Survey”, Regional Studies 37 (2003) 3, pp. 289–302.

41 R. Boschma, “Proximity and innovation: a critical assessment”, Regional Studies 39 (2005) 1, pp. 61–74; Gertler, “Tacit knowledge 
and the economic geography of context”; Storper and Venables, “Buzz: face-to-face contact and the urban economy”.

42 J. Howells, “The geography of knowledge: never so close but never so far apart”, Journal of Economic Geography 12 (2012) 5, 
pp. 1003–1020; Maskell and Malmberg, “Localised learning and industrial competitiveness”.

43 Unlike explicit knowledge, which can be written down in the form of words and numbers and is thus ubiquitously accessible, 
implicit knowledge cannot be codified. Implicit knowledge can be learned or transferred through (long-term) observations, 
adopting patterns of behaviour and processes, developing routines etc (for an overview, see Gertler, “Tacit knowledge and 
the economic geography of context”). Precisely in the early stages of the innovation process, there is a large share of implicit 
knowledge, making a close interaction of knowledge holders and recipients necessary (M. Fritsch, Implizites Wissen, Geographie 
und Innovation–Widersprüche von plausiblen Hypothesen und mindestens ebenso plausibler empirischer Evidenz, Cham: 
Springer, 2011).

44 Gertler, “Tacit knowledge and the economic geography of context”; Maskell and Malmberg, “Localised learning and industrial 
competitiveness”.
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informal community interaction; (2) through direct links between firms; (3) through knowledge spillover re-
sulting from labour mobility among the firms, and (4) through spin-off firms.45

These effects are especially emphasized for dynamic economic core regions in which agglomeration 
effects have a reinforcing role and function in the form of localization economies and urbanization econo-
mies.46 The geographic concentration of related industries provides opportunities for the development of, for 
example. specialized labour pools and the shared use of (technological) infrastructures (localization effects). 
On the other hand, urbanization economies describe the geographical concentration of different industries, 
whereby the availability of complementary economic activities promotes the emergence of diversified job 
markets, for instance, and opens up access to a heterogeneous range of supplier products and business 
services.47 This not only facilitates access to potential cooperation partners and markets, it also strengthens 
the dynamic exchange of information and knowledge, described as local buzz.48 

2.2.2 From Geographical Proximity to Multilocal Interaction

For a long time the discourse surrounding territorial innovation models was dominated by the view that 
dense, local networks of actors in agglomerations would be a particularly advantageous prerequisite for the 
generation and utilization of knowledge. However, the argumentation pattern of “traditional” territorial inno-
vation models with the central argument of stickiness of tacit knowledge and its related explanatory content 
for the geographic concentration of innovation processes has been increasingly questioned.49 Influenced by 
a relational turn in economic geography since the 2000s, which is characterized by an increased consider-
ation of social relationships of economic actors, two central arguments have been articulated. These are 1) 
the rather static view on actors within a given territory and 2) the importance of other forms of proximities 
(cognitive, organizational, social or institutional, see below) rather than geographical proximity for innovation 
activities among actors.50 

As was shown by studying the actions of individual firms, firms’ social relationships and networks are 
usually not tied to a certain geographical scale or region.51 Thus, the rather static view on the characteris-
tics of a given space (e.g. a local cluster or a region) and the activities of firms and other actors therein is 
insufficient to study innovation processes.52 Rather, it is evident that during the process of generating and 
diffusing knowledge, individuals and organizations combine and traverse a variety of scales and thereby 
also create new spaces of action.53 On the basis of this finding, Rutten and Boekema conclude the following 
regarding the concept of the learning region: 54

45 A.L.J. Ter Wal and R. Boschma, “Co-evolution of Firms, Industries and Networks in Space”, Regional Studies 45 (2011) 7, 
pp. 919–933.

46 A. Malmberg and P. Maskell, “The elusive concept of localization economies: towards a knowledge-based theory of spatial 
clustering”, Environment and planning A 34 (2002) 3, pp. 429–449; Rodriguez-Pose and Fitjar, “Archipelago Economies”.

47 D. Puga, “The Magnitude and Causes of Agglomeration Economies”, Journal of Regional Science 50 (2010) 1, pp. 203–219.
48 E.J. Malecki, “Everywhere? The Geography of Knowledge”, Journal of Regional Science 50 (2010) 1, pp. 493–513; A. Rodri-

guez-Pose and R. Crescenzi, “Mountains in a flat world: why proximity still matters for the location of economic activity”, 
Cambridge Journal of Regions, Economy and Society 1 (2008) 3, pp. 371–388; Storper and Venables, “Buzz: face-to-face 
contact and the urban economy”.

49 Crevoisier and Jeannerat, “Territorial knowledge dynamics”; Gertler, “Tacit knowledge and the economic geography of context”; 
E. Von Hippel, “’Sticky information’ and the locus of problem solving: implications for innovation”, Management science 40 (1994) 
4, pp. 429–439.

50 Boggs and Rantisi 2003; Yeung 2005; Sunley 2008; Bathelt and Glückler 2011
51 E. Giuliani and M. Bell, “The micro-determinants of meso-level learning and innovation: evidence from a Chilean wine cluster”, 

Research policy 34 (2005) 1, pp. 47–68; J. Owen-Smith and W.W. Powell, “Knowledge Networks as Channels and Conduits: The 
Effects of Spillovers in the Boston Biotechnology Community” Organization Science 15 (2004) 1, pp. 5–21.

52 This also means that the relevance of the regional scale is overestimated and the effect of actions of individual firms is under-
estimated (S. Beugelsdijk, “The Regional Environment and a Firm’s Innovative Performance: A Plea for a Multilevel Interactionist 
Approach”, Economic Geography 83 (2007) 2, pp. 181–199). Among others, Lorentzen, Crevoisier and Jeannerat and Ter Wal & 
Boschma offer an overview of further critical points with respect to assumptions of territorial innovation models (Crevoisier and 
Jeannerat, “Territorial knowledge dynamics”; A. Lorentzen, “Knowledge networks in local and global space”, Entrepreneurship 
& Regional Development 20 (2008) 6, pp. 533–545; Ter Wal and Boschma, “Co-evolution of Firms, Industries and Networks in 
Space”).

53 Lorentzen, “Knowledge networks in local and global space”; Malecki, “Everywhere? The Geography of Knowledge”.
54 Rutten and Boekema, “Beyond the Learning Region”, at 723.
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“Fundamentally, we argue that the regional level is the wrong starting point to conceptualize the rela-
tion between space and learning. This is because learning is not a regional phenomenon; instead, based 
on the recent literature on learning, we argue that learning is a process of social interaction between 
individuals in networks.”

This criticism and the associated shift in perspective are reflected in several discussions that are relevant 
for further research in the field, sharing a focus on processes of knowledge creation and dissemination. One 
major argument refers to the simplifying dualism of implicit, local knowledge and explicit, ubiquitously acces-
sible knowledge. As research on innovation patterns of firms show, they often engage in innovation-relevant 
collaborations with actors outside their region and thus generate knowledge across geographic distances.55 
Based on these findings, it is increasingly recognized that, first of all, it should not be presumed as a matter 
of course that important interactions mainly take place on a local level and, secondly, that local interactions 
automatically have a higher priority than translocal ones.56 

In this context, the buzz-and-pipelines model from Bathelt, Malmberg, and Maskell expands the under-
standing of the relationship between local and translocal knowledge flows. Strategically planned linkages 
to actors outside of the region, conceptualized as (global) pipelines, enable translocal knowledge flows.57 
Because pipelines, unlike local buzz, often provide access to new knowledge pools, they can be of central 
importance for firms’ competitiveness and innovation capabilities. Empirical research based on this under-
standing has documented significant effects of global pipelines for firms and regions.58 Translocal knowl-
edge flows are not only brought about through strategic partnerships of firms, as described in the model 
by Bathelt et al.59 They can, for example, also be initiated within multinational firms,60 through transnational 
communities,61 through the participation of firms in (international) trade fairs or conferences,62 by way of dig-
ital networks and associations,63 through the practices of born global firms,64 or through individual personal 
relationships.65 With the goal of “structuring the elements and characteristics of those geographies that link 
distant settings through regular-occasional, periodic, or frequent-temporary face-to-face meetings”, Bathelt 
and Henn develop a typology of knowledge transfer over distance along the three dimensions context, that 
is the framing of knowledge exchange, cognitive focus and goals of face-to-face meetings, and risks of 
interactions and associated trust requirements.66 These dimensions help to distinguish between three main 
categories of knowledge transfer over distance that involve temporary face-to-face meetings: international 
community gatherings (e.g. at trade fairs), international business travel (e.g. intrafirm business coordination 
or user-producer meetings) and transnational network relations arising, for example, through new transna-
tional firms and entrepreneurs. These configurations of knowledge transfer are complemented and enabled 
by virtual communication. Recent research on virtual teams demonstrate the various fields of application 

55 Faulconbridge, “Stretching tacit knowledge beyond a local fix?”; Owen-Smith and Powell, “Knowledge Networks as Channels 
and Conduits”.

56 Grabher and Ibert, “Distance as asset?”; A. Malmberg and P. Maskell, “Localized Learning Revisited”, Growth and Change 37 
(2006) 1, pp. 1–18.

57 Bathelt, Malmberg and Maskell, “Clusters and knowledge”.
58 Fitjar and Rodriguez-Pose, “Innovating in the Periphery”; M.S. Gertler and Y.M. Levitte, “Local Nodes in Global Networks: The 

Geography of Knowledge Flows in Biotechnology Innovation”, Industry & Innovation 12 (2005) 4, pp. 487–507.
59 Bathelt, Malmberg and Maskell, “Clusters and knowledge”.
60 R. Mudambi and T. Swift, “Multinational Enterprises and the Geographical Clustering of Innovation”, Industry & Innovation 19 

(2012) 1, pp. 1–21.
61 S. Henn, “Transnational entrepreneurs, global pipelines and shifting production patterns. The example of the Palanpuris in the 

diamond sector”, Geoforum 43 (2012) 3, pp. 497–506.
62 The entirety of this brief meeting of experts at one place is discussed under the keywords of temporary proximity (A. Torre, “On 

the Role Played by Temporary Geographical Proximity in Knowledge Transmission”, Regional Studies 42 (2008) 6, pp. 869–889) 
and temporary clusters (Maskell, Bathelt and Malmberg, “Building global knowledge pipelines”).

63 G. Grabher and O. Ibert, “Distance as asset? Knowledge collaboration in hybrid virtual communities”, Journal of Economic 
Geography 14 (2014) 1, pp. 97–123; A. Gupta et al., “Use of collaborative technologies and knowledge sharing in co-located 
and distributed teams: Towards the 24-h knowledge factory”, The Journal of Strategic Information Systems 18 (2009) 3, 
pp. 147–161.

64 Knight 2004
65 A.L. Saxenian, The new argonauts: Regional advantage in a global economy, Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2006. 

For an overview of opportunities for knowledge transfer across geographic distance, see Bathelt and Henn, “The geographies of 
knowledge transfers over distance”.

66 Bathelt and Henn, “The geographies of knowledge transfers over distance”.
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as well as the growing importance of communication technologies, especially within multinational firms and 
teams,67 but also between firms (and other actors) to enable knowledge transfer over distance.68

These examples of translocal / global modes of interactions and knowledge exchange are closely con-
nected to a second debate, which questions the focus of territorial innovation models on the geographical 
proximity of actors to one another by analysing other forms of proximity and their impacts on innovation 
processes (Proximity School).69

In addition to geographical proximity, Boschma suggests four other dimensions of proximity, which are 
key facilitators to collaboration and network formation between partners: cognitive proximity, organizational 
proximity, social proximity, and institutional proximity.70 As is made evident in empirical studies, firms from 
the same region and industry show different patterns of interaction in terms of innovation activities and 
knowledge exchange with non-local actors.71 These findings indicate that factors such as a shared knowl-
edge base (cognitive proximity) or the degree of integration in a specific personal environment (social prox-
imity) are the predominant qualities of knowledge-related interactions and that the colocation to potential 
cooperation partners is insufficient as an explanatory factor for knowledge dynamics to take place.72 

Based on the literature on firm-level innovation in organization and innovation studies and research on 
the geography of innovation, an intermediate conclusion is that the relation between innovation and space 
is a complex one. Individuals and firms may combine various sources, spatial scales, and channels during 
the innovation process without general priorities.73 “Questions such as which factors affect the use by firms 
of partners at different geographical distances, or whether the use of partners in different geographical 
locations depends only or mainly on factors internal to the firm or on the regional environment, remain un-
answered”.74 A firm’s potential to innovate might be strongly affected by its internal capabilities and less by 
external collaboration and knowledge exchange. Likewise, it might be strongly embedded into its local / re-
gional context and maintain links for knowledge exchange with actors of the region. It is also possible that 
firms do not predominantly rely on local interaction and instead use opportunities of knowledge transfer 
over distance, for instance via connections to their own subsidiaries, suppliers and customers (see figure 1).

2.2.3 Innovating Outside of Agglomerations

A rich body of literature claims that being located in agglomerations is advantageous for innovation activities. 
As the empirical focus of many studies is on urban agglomerations as “hotspots” of the globalized knowl-
edge economy,75 research on the geographical characteristics of knowledge dynamics paints a picture in 
which predominantly urban centres — serving as networked hubs in a globalized world — are highlighted as 

67 Gupta et al., “Use of collaborative technologies and knowledge sharing”.
68 Grabher and Ibert, “Distance as asset?”; A. Torre, “The role of proximity during long-distance collaborative projects. Temporary 

geographical proximity helps”, International Journal of Foresight and Innovation Policy 7 (2011) 1–2–3, pp. 213–230; M. van 
Geenhuizen and P. Nijkamp, “Knowledge virtualization and local connectedness among young globalized high-tech companies”, 
Technological Forecasting and Social Change 79 (2012) 7, pp. 1179–1191.

69 P.-A Balland, R. Boschma and K. Frenken, “Proximity and Innovation: From Statics to Dynamics”, Regional Studies 49 (2015) 6, 
pp. 907–920; Boschma, „Proximity and innovation”; A. Rallet and A. Torre, “Temporary Geographical Proximity for Business and 
Work Coordination: When, How and Where?”, SPACES online 7 (2009) 2. Other forms of proximity are discussed in territorial 
innovation models as well (Crevoisier and Jeannerat, “Territorial knowledge dynamics”; Moulaert and Sekia, “Territorial Innova-
tion Models: A Critical Survey”). The propositions of the Proximity School, however, provide a systematic categorization and 
assessment of different dimensions of proximity and distance and thereby contribute to a broadened understanding of the 
relation between innovation and space (C. Carrincazeaux and M. Coris, “Proximity and innovation”, in: P. Cooke, B.T. Asheim and R. 
Boschma (eds.), Handbook of regional innovation and growth, Cheltenham: Edward Elgar, 2011).

70 Boschma, „Proximity and innovation”.
71 Giuliani and Bell, “The micro-determinants of meso-level learning and innovation”; E. Giuliani, “The selective nature of knowledge 

networks in clusters: evidence from the wine industry”, Journal of Economic Geography 7 (2007) 2, pp. 139–168.
72 Rallet and Torre also differentiate between permanent colocation and (temporary) co-presence. While colocation describes the 

physical-geographical proximity, temporary co-presence describes the actual meeting and interaction at one place, including, 
for instance, participation at a trade fair (A. Rallet and A. Torre, “Is geographical proximity necessary in the innovation networks in 
the era of global economy?”, GeoJournal 49 (1999), pp. 373–380).

73 Bathelt and Cohendet, “The creation of knowledge”; Grillitsch and Trippl, “Combining Knowledge from Different Sources, 
Channels and Geographical Scales”.

74 R.D. Fitjar and A. Rodriguez-Pose, “The geographical dimension of innovation collaboration: Networking and innovation in 
Norway”, Urban Studies 51 (2014) 12, pp. 2572–2595, at 2572.

75 J.R. Faulconbridge, “Stretching tacit knowledge beyond a local fix? Global spaces of learning in advertising professional service 
firms”, Journal of Economic Geography 6 (2006) 4, pp. 517–540.
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catalysts for innovation processes.76 This research, however, lacks comparative perspectives on rural, pe-
ripheral or non-metropolitan areas. Most research has therefore been criticized as being urban-centric and 
only little attention has been given to research on firm-level innovation outside of agglomerations, which is 
related to a general tendency to assume a negative correlation of innovation and peripheral localization of 
firms per se.77 

To study firm-level innovation outside of agglomerations,78 the definition of peripheral areas as regional 
economies located outside core (or metropolitan) regions by Lagendijk and Lorentzen is useful.79 Lagendijk 
and Lorentzen overcome conventional arguments such as longer distances to target markets (agglomera-
tions) and higher transaction and transportation costs stemming from pure spatial distance by emphasizing 
the distance of actors to sources of knowledge creation and transfer. This distance can be explained with 
two linked arguments: firstly, according to Tödtling and Trippl, peripheral regions are usually organization-
ally thin.80 Through a comparatively low density of innovation-relevant actors, such as specialized service 
providers or research organizations, locally fragmented networks of actors are viewed as one of the main 
causes for little local knowledge exchange and weak innovation capabilities of firms in peripheral regions. 
Secondly, it is also argued that firms located outside of agglomerations, and thus not benefiting from local 
buzz, also find it more difficult to access non-local knowledge (e.g. from core regions81). Thus, “knowledge 
peripheries” are characterized as having little endogenous innovation potential and limited capacities of 
firms to connect to core regions.82 

A few, mostly recent, empirical research studies, however, show that innovative firms can also be found 
in knowledge peripheries. One major explanation is that firms in peripheral regions use opportunities for 

76 Malecki, “Everywhere? The Geography of Knowledge”; Rodriguez-Pose and Crescenzi, “Mountains in a flat world”; Shearmur, “Are 
cities the font of innovation?”.

77 T. Lang, “Shrinkage, metropolization and peripheralization in East Germany”, European Planning Studies 20 (2012) 10, pp. 1747–
1754; J. Glückler, “How controversial innovation succeeds in the periphery? A network perspective of BASF Argentina”, Journal 
of Economic Geography 14 (2014) 5, pp. 903–927; Rodriguez-Pose and Fitjar, “Archipelago Economies”; Shearmur, “Are cities 
the font of innovation?”; Shearmur, “Are cities the font of innovation?”; F. Tödtling and M.Trippl, “How do firms acquire knowledge 
in different sectoral and regional contexts?”, Papers in Innovation Studies 2015 / 25, Lund University, 2015, http:// wp.circle.
lu.se / upload / CIRCLE / workingpapers / 201525_Todtling_Trippl.pdf (accessed 27 April 2017).

78 Due to its normative charging and discursive character as well as the oversimplification of urban-rural or core-periphery 
dichotomies (cf. PoSCoPP, “Research Group Production of Space in the Context of Polarization and Peripheralization. Under-
standing New Geographies of Central and Eastern Europe”, in: T. Lang et al. (eds.), Understanding Geographies of Polarization 
and Peripheralization, Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015, pp. 1–21), we suggest leading the debate about the relation of 
innovation and company location using the terminology within and outside of agglomeration. It is, however, not to be neglected 
that all definitions of central and peripheral, urban and rural as well as definitions of agglomerations will always be specific to 
particular (national) contexts. As our research is bound to Germany, we will operationalize a definition of location according to 
population density and distance to major cities, adapted to the German context (see below, section 3.4).

79 A. Lagendijk and A. Lorentzen, “Proximity, Knowledge and Innovation in Peripheral Regions. On the Intersection between 
Geographical and Organizational Proximity”, European Planning Studies 15 (2007) 4, pp. 457–466.

80 Tödtling and Trippl, “One size fits all?”.
81 Grillitsch and Nilsson, “Innovation in peripheral regions”.
82 Ibid.

Figure 1: an illustrative example 
of possible knowledge dynamics 
for innovation. Source: own 
elaboration.
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knowledge creation across geographic distance and are integrated in the globalized knowledge economy in 
a way similar to firms located in agglomerations.83 For example, Fitjar and Rodríguez-Pose show that inno-
vative firms in a certain region in southwestern Norway don’t rely predominantly on their local contexts.84 
Instead, collaboration with international partners is most conducive to innovation activities. A similar finding 
by Grillitsch and Nilsson, based on a sample of more than 2000 Swedish firms, shows that innovative firms 
in peripheral regions tend to collaborate more with distant partners than similar firms in agglomerations.85 
Based on this finding, they argue that firms might not only be able to complement local buzz but may also 
“compensate” for a lack of local knowledge sourcing through distant linkages. With another study on Norwe-
gian firms, Fitjar and Rodríguez-Pose argue that innovation partnerships to other actors emerge as a result 
of purpose-built searches, irrespective of whether firms are located in dense urban environments or outside 
of agglomerations.86 This finding makes us reconsider the question of whether the advantages of colocation 
in cities and clusters, such as random face-to-face interaction and serendipity of casual exchange, are of 
such great importance for innovation activities as assumed in previous literature.

All these findings point towards the assumption that possibilities of local interaction in dense metro-
politan areas are not a prerequisite for firms to innovate. Yet as well as a need for more empirical evidence 
from different geographical contexts, several open questions remain, specifically in the context of translocal 
knowledge dynamics. When firms in knowledge peripheries are able to compensate for a lack of local knowl-
edge sourcing through translocal knowledge generation, how do they identify non-local sources of comple-
mentary knowledge and how do they establish collaborations? What kind of strategies and opportunities do 
they predominantly use to initiate and shape mutual learning in translocal and global relations?87 In a broader 
context, answers to these questions would help clarify which factors lead firms to collaborate with distant 
actors or, by contrast, to interact predominantly locally. Hence, further questions need clarification, such as 
which factors affect the firms’ use of partners at different geographical distances, or whether connections 
to partners in different geographical contexts depend only or mainly on firm-internal factors or rather on the 
regional environment.88

In addition to these open questions about the role of translocal knowledge dynamics, it maybe also be 
the case that not all types of innovators rely to the same degree on possibilities of local interaction and 
knowledge exchange available in cities and clusters. As stressed by Shearmur “some types of innovation 
may be developed internally, at a slower pace, relying on research and development, secrecy, a stable work-
force, and controlled interactions with the outside”.89 Shearmur and Doloreux suggest that slow innovators 
depend less on fast-decaying market-sourced information and frequent interaction.90 Thus, they have less 
need to be located in buzzing metropolitan areas than fast innovators, and can therefore be located outside 
of agglomerations. Hence, types of innovators might differ according to location.

83 R.D. Fitjar and A. Rodriguez-Pose, “Innovating in the Periphery: Firms, Values and Innovation in Southwest Norway”, European 
Planning Studies 19 (2011) 4, pp. 555–574; Grillitsch and Nilsson, “Innovation in peripheral regions”; Rodriguez-Pose and Fitjar, 
“Archipelago Economies”; Virkkala, “Innovation and Networking in Peripheral Areas”.

84 Fitjar and Rodriguez-Pose, “Innovating in the Periphery”.
85 Grillitsch and Nilsson, “Innovation in peripheral regions”.
86 R.D. Fitjar and A. Rodriguez-Pose, “Nothing is in the Air”, Growth and Change 48 (2017) 1, pp. 22–39.
87 Bathelt and Cohendet, “The creation of knowledge”; Bathelt and Henn, “The geographies of knowledge transfers over distance”; 

R.D. Fitjar and F. Huber, “Global pipelines for innovation: insights from the case of Norway”, Journal of Economic Geography 15 
(2015) 3, pp. 561–583; Grabher and Ibert, “Distance as asset?”; Fitjar and Rodriguez-Pose, “Nothing is in the Air”; P. Maskell, 
“Accessing remote knowledge: the roles of trade fairs, pipelines, crowdsourcing and listening posts”, Journal of Economic 
Geography 14 (2014) 5, pp. 883–902.

88 Fitjar and Rodriguez-Pose, “The geographical dimension of innovation collaboration”.
89 Shearmur, “Are cities the font of innovation?”, at 14.
90 Shearmur and Doloreux, “How open innovation processes vary between urban and remote environments”.
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3 Rethinking Territorial Innovation and Firm Behaviour:  
a Research Agenda

Based on the research gaps addressed above, we propose to supplement previous research by focusing on 
sources, spatial scales and channels of knowledge creation processes in innovative firms in geographically 
remote areas. Whereas we do acknowledge broad empirical evidence on the relevance of knowledge dy-
namics within regional networks, we suggest that there is a lack of empirical research on translocal collab-
oration and global networking, particularly relating to firms located outside of the major agglomerations. We 
claim that a lack of local buzz does not automatically imply disadvantages in terms of innovation capabilities 
and knowledge dynamics. Living in a highly networked and transnational society, we should even avoid 
perceiving opportunities for local knowledge dynamics as something which needs to be compensated for, if 
these dynamics are not well developed. We would rather propose that local sources and channels for knowl-
edge creation are only one option amongst many different spatial formats relevant for knowledge creation.

As well as addressing unanswered questions with regard to the forms of translocal knowledge dynamics, 
it is of particular interest for us to gain in-depth empirical findings concerning the extent to which translocal 
interactions are relevant for knowledge creation processes in localities outside of agglomerations.

In our study, we supplement research on translocal knowledge creation processes and dynamics by 
studying WML located outside of agglomerations. These firms offer a prime example for the study of trans-
local and global forms of knowledge creation, collaboration and networking for at least two reasons: firstly, 
we assume that due to their market position, these firms are a) innovative and b) translocally connected 
to a particularly high degree. Secondly, with our focus on firms that have fewer opportunities for local and 
regional forms of knowledge exchange, we suggest that we are better able to observe translocal forms of 
knowledge exchange when examining these firms.

Before presenting the research agenda of our project in detail, it is necessary to state our understanding 
of the social production of knowledge more precisely, which also has implications for the methodological 
approach. Subsequently, we will present our research questions and goals. The explanation of our empirical 
approach will be followed by the work programme of the project.

3.1 A Changing Conceptualization of Knowledge: towards Knowledge Creation Pro-
cesses and Knowledge Dynamics

The literature reviewed shows that economic geographers have only recently started to investigate the 
interplay of local embeddedness and translocal interrelations influencing innovation activities of firms. Fur-
ther, discussions on the buzz-and-pipeline model, forms of knowledge transfer over distance, and the role 
of different forms of proximity expose the variety of different terminologies and conceptual approaches to 
the topic. However, many scholars of the field highlight the need to enlarge analysis embracing not only the 
macro level of territories and aggregates of actors, but also the micro level of agents.91 Since firms increas-
ingly need to integrate knowledge from different contexts, for example from different locations and levels, 
from various sectors and technologies, as well as from different partners (such as customers and users), it 
is argued that an analysis at the micro level is important to be able to address certain important questions. 
How concrete is knowledge generation and application in such diverse contexts? What role does the geo-
graphical dimension play in such innovation collaborations? What are the social processes and interactions 
of actors with diverse backgrounds who participate in collaborative innovation activities?92

91 See H. Bathelt and J. Glückler, “Toward a relational economic geography”, Journal of Economic Geography 3 (2003), pp. 117–
144; Bathelt and Cohendet, “The creation of knowledge”; Manniche, Moodysson and Testa, “Combinatorial Knowledge Bases”; 
R. Rutten and F. Boekema, “Beyond the Learning Region: A New Direction for Conceptualizing the Relation between Space and 
Learning”, European Planning Studies 21 (2013) 5, pp. 722–734.

92 A. Butzin and B. Widmaier, “Exploring Territorial Knowledge Dynamics through Innovation Biographies”, Regional Studies 50 
(2016) 2, pp. 220–232.
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To find answers to these questions, a reconceptualization of knowledge is needed.93 Advanced by more 
practice-oriented approaches, this reconceptualization connects to the critique on the above-mentioned 
dualism of tacit (local) and explicit (ubiquitous) knowledge inherent in TIMs.94 It is argued that all knowledge 
is fundamentally context-dependent, that is, embedded in social relations between individuals (“knowing in 
practice”95). Thus, as opposed to the conceptualization of knowledge as a transferable artefact, which was 
predominant until the 2000s, knowledge should rather be conceptualized as being ultimately embodied in 
persons and social practices, and as being collectively produced. As such, knowledge always has both tacit 
and explicit dimensions.96 Empirical studies following this conceptualization often focus on concrete collab-
orative actions of individuals and communities, 97 either within single (innovation) projects98 or during events 
such as trade fairs,99 to understand practices of knowledge creation and their spatiality. These practices 
reveal that new knowledge is produced increasingly by a variety of actors in complex problem-oriented sit-
uations in a cross-disciplinary way (combinatorial knowledge dynamics100). Knowledge dynamics describe 
these multi-actor and multi-location practices as transforming and diffusing knowledge into new products 
and processes, for instance.101

Both knowledge creation processes and knowledge dynamics as well as their theoretical and method-
ological implications have recently gained increasing attention in literature on the geographies of innovation. 
Within our research project, we will follow the conceptualizations of these terms.

3.2 Research Questions and Goals

So far, there are only insufficient findings about the specifics, conditions and procedures that facilitate and 
maintain relationships across geographic distance for translocal knowledge creation. Some authors per-
ceive forms of translocal knowledge creation as a means to supplement local opportunities for interaction 
and have raised the question of which settings102 or channels and sources103 emerge and are used in the 
innovation process. 

Against this background, we suggest further examination of how globally networked firms located in 
remote regions shape their innovation processes with regard to the generation and utilization of knowledge. 
We will focus our investigation on WML outside of agglomerations, since it can be assumed that these firms 
maintain particularly strong translocal relationships. They must be capable not only of marketing their prod-
ucts globally, but also of continuously generating information about the respective technological fields and 
sales markets as well as about collaboration partners and competitors in order to sustain their competitive 
advantage and market leadership. As they are located outside of agglomerations, these firms are capable 
of acquiring knowledge about new technologies and cross-regional markets without principally relying on 
sparsely available local interaction opportunities. In addition, and to show the potential differences of the 
implementation of innovative activities depending on location, we also aim to compare these WML with 
those located in agglomerations. We do so via a standardized survey. In a second step, qualitative interviews 
will shed light on concrete practices. For this second step, we want to avoid studying larger multinational 

 93 O. Ibert, “Towards a Geography of Knowledge Creation: The Ambivalences between ‘Knowledge as an Object’ and ‘Knowing in 
Practice’”, Regional Studies 41 (2007) 1, pp. 103–114.

 94 Rutten and Boekema, “Beyond the Learning Region”; O.Ibert, J. Hautala and J.S. Jauhiainen, “From cluster to process: New 
economic geographic perspectives on practices of knowledge creation” Geoforum 65 (2015), pp. 323–327.

 95 Ibert, “Towards a Geography of Knowledge Creation”.
 96 J.R. Faulconbridge, “Relational geographies of knowledge and innovation”, in: H. Bathelt et al. (eds.), The Elgar Companion to 

Innovation and Knowledge Creation, Cheltenham: Edward Elgar, forthcoming.
 97 J. Hautala, “Interaction in the artistic knowledge creation process: The case of artists in Finnish Lapland”, Geoforum 65 (2015), 

pp. 351–362.
 98 G. Grabher, “The Project Ecology of Advertising: Tasks, Talents and Teams”, Regional Studies 36 (2002) 3, pp. 245–262; Butzin 

and Widmaier, “Exploring Territorial Knowledge Dynamics”.
 99 H. Bathelt and R. Gibson, “Learning in ‘Organized Anarchies’: The Nature of Technological Search Processes at Trade Fairs”, 

Regional Studies 49 (2015) 6, pp. 985–1002.
100 F. Tödtling and M. Grillitsch, “Does Combinatorial Knowledge Lead to a Better Innovation Performance of Firms?”, European 

Planning Studies 23 (2015) 9, pp. 1741–1758.
101 Crevoisier and Jeannerat, “Territorial knowledge dynamics”; Strambach and Klement, “Cumulative and Combinatorial Micro- 

dynamics of Knowledge”.
102 Bathelt and Henn, “The geographies of knowledge transfers over distance”.
103 Grillitsch and Trippl, “Combining Knowledge from Different Sources, Channels and Geographical Scales”.
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enterprises (MNEs) with multiple opportunities for firm-internal knowledge dynamics, for example through 
connections to subsidiaries across the globe. Instead, we are interested in translocal knowledge dynamics of 
single-location, globally active WML located in Germany and outside of agglomerations (see figure 2).

We suggest the following questions to guide further research in this context:

• How and where do the firms gain relevant knowledge for their innovation processes?
• What search strategies do they pursue to identify specific opportunities for knowledge generation 

in different geographical contexts?
• What role do relationships across geographical distance play for the generation and use of 

 knowledge?
• Which role do internal capabilities in contexts with sparsely available local knowledge pools play?
• What kind of institutional arrangements and processes of knowledge creation are used?
• What forms of proximity and distance dominate these relationships and what kind of permanent 

and temporary settings for knowledge creation can be observed in this process?
• What conditions, procedures, and means facilitate and affect relationships of firms to collabora-

tion partners at other locations?
• What role does the firms’ own location and their interrelations with actors within the region play in 

relation to translocal knowledge creation, and to what extent can geographically distant relation-
ships replace or supplement local opportunities for knowledge exchange?
• How do these firms perceive their location, in particular in contrast to other locations?

3.3 Coping with the Complexity of Firm-level Innovation in Space:  
an Integrative Approach

Being able to acknowledge the complexity of firm-level innovation and the underlying knowledge dynamics 
in space has been subject to scientific debates for many years. However, the dilemma of integrating as-
pects of agency of individuals and firms, institutional structures, and socio-spatial contexts in analyses of 
innovation activities is prevailing in economic geography,104 innovation studies,105 and organization studies106. 
While there have been several calls for an engaged pluralism and more integrative approaches to the study 

104 R. Hassink, C. Klaerding and P. Marques, “Advancing Evolutionary Economic Geography by Engaged Pluralism”, Regional Studies 
48 (2014) 7, pp. 1295–1307.

105 A. Lam, “Tacit knowledge, embedded agency and learning: local nodes and global networks”, Prometheus 32 (2014) 1, 
pp. 93–99; West and al., “Open innovation: The next decade”.

106 A. Gupta, P.E. Tesluk and S.M. Taylor, “Innovation At and Across Multiple Levels of Analysis”, Organization Science 18 (2007), 
pp. 885–897.

Figure 2: an example of focussed 
innovation pattern of single 
location, globally active SMEs. 
Source: own elaboration.
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of spatial economic systems across disciplines, research in economic geography still can be situated “be-
tween the methodological individualism of narrowly individual-centric approaches and the strong sense of 
structural determinism that is evident in macro-process studies”.107 

The above research questions tackle structural differences according to company location as well as quali-
tative aspects of individual agents involved in the creation of knowledge. While questions of concrete prac-
tices enabling knowledge dynamics at the individual / firm level, as well as the managerial strategies influ-
encing them, call for a more qualitative approach via interviews, broad empirical evidence for socio-spatial 
configurations of actors, which affect knowledge creation processes and thus innovation of firms, call for 
a quantitative approach using survey data. For example, contextual factors comprise the firms’ relational 
embeddedness into the knowledge networks and concrete geographical contexts in which firms act. To 
conduct further research on the relation between space, innovation and the firm, we adapt a framework de-
veloped by Manniche, Moodysson, and Testa.108 They propose studying the often separately analysed dy-
namic interactions influencing innovation processes at three levels: knowledge creation of individuals / com-
munities, knowledge coordination of firms, and the spatial-institutional contextualization of knowledge (see 
figure 3 and 4). By covering different levels of agency as well as their geographical contexts, this integrative 
approach allows for inclusion of the increasing social and spatial mobility of professionals along with the 
growing connectivity among firms (and other actors).

To cover all three dimensions, we adopt a mixed method design, combining standardized, quantitative meth-
ods with qualitative methods.109 In a first step, we propose a standardized survey to investigate innovation 
patterns and contextual factors affecting knowledge dynamics of firms at focus. This survey will be enlarged 
by a random sample of WML located in agglomerations, to show potential differences of the implementation 
of innovation activities depending on the location. The survey will be followed by qualitative interviews with 
firm managers, to gain in-depth knowledge of the collaboration practices and effects. In addition, the inter-
views will support an understanding of the constitutive conditions, dynamic processes and chronological 
variations of the interrelations that firms have initiated with other actors.

107 Manniche, Moodysson and Testa, “Combinatorial Knowledge Bases”, at 3.
108 Ibid.
109 B. Hollstein, “Qualitative Methoden und Mixed-Method-Designs”, in: C. Stegbauer and R. Häußling (eds.), Handbuch Netzwerkfor-

schung, Wiesbaden: Springe VS, 2010.

Figure 3: some stylized facts about the geography of innovation research. Source: own elaboration based on Manniche et al. 2016.
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3.4 Peripheral but Global: Work Programme

In preliminary work, two databases on WML in Germany were analysed in terms of the location of the firms.110 
Contrary to common assumptions about the economic potential of peripheral regions, it is surprising that 
this is where a good share of WML in Germany are located (see figure 6). Thus, clear preferences of these 
firms to be located in agglomerations cannot be determined.111

110 U. Ermann, T. Lang and M. Megerle, “Weltmarktführer abseits der Agglomerationsräume”, Nationalatlas aktuell 6 (2012) 11; B. 
Venohr and T. Lang, “Deutsche Weltmarktführer”, in: F. Langenscheidt and B. Venohr (eds), Lexikon der deutschen Weltmarktfüh-
rer, Köln: Dt. Standards Ed, 2015, pp. 32–33.

111 At this stage, it is unclear whether this is a German particularity, as compared to other countries with a more pronounced 
concentration of innovation activities in agglomerations (cf. Rodriguez-Pose and Wilkie, “Understanding and learning from an 
evolving geography of innovation”, at 73).

Figure 4: an integrative approach 
to study innovation patterns of 
WML outside of Agglomerations. 
Source: own elaboration.

Figure 5: location of World 
Market Leaders in Germany
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The two databases on WML in Germany include about 1,600 firms. An analysis of their locations showed 
that, of these firms, 21.1% are located in peripheral or very peripheral municipalities.112 This share varies 
only slightly from the percentage of the population (25.5%) and jobs (21.5%). An initial analysis indicates 
that these firms predominantly belong to the manufacturing industry. Firm processes in this sector, such 
as the development, production and sale of goods, are believed to particularly respect nature compared 
with other sectors.113 Building on this work, the implementation of the research project will take place in 
five stages:

Stage 1: Preliminary Work 

In order to enhance the information already acquired about WML and their locations in Germany through pre-
vious studies,work in stage 1 aims to generate more in-depth information about the firms and initially screen 
them with regard to their location.114 Database and descriptive statistical analyses (incl. the MARKUS data-
base, a firm database from provider Bureau von Dijk, and the Community Innovation Survey of the German 
economy (CIS) from the Centre for European Economic Research (Zentrum für europäische Wirtschaftsfor-
schung, ZEW)) are used to gain general information about structural factors relating to innovation patterns 
and knowledge sourcing activities of firms in Germany. Further, these initial analyses shall help to better 
qualify the WML data and their innovation activities, as opposed to broader innovation surveys covering a 
broader set of the economy. Along with general descriptive information such as the number of employees, 
firm revenue and internal organization, these analyses should provide insights into the underlying sectoral 
structure of the firms at focus and what kind of innovation activities they are pursuing. The CIS data will also 
be analysed to gain general information on differences in innovation activities according to the firm location. 
This helps to form the foundation for a survey of all WML located outside of agglomerations in stage 2 and 
serves as an initial starting point for the selection of the firms to be examined in stage 3. The data obtained 
also enables comparison with the findings obtained in stage 4.

Stage 2: Conceptual Development, Implementation, and Assessment of the  
Survey on Innovation Activities

Based on the findings from stage 1, a survey complementary to the work of the CIS will examine the inno-
vation activities of approximately 300 firms located outside of agglomerations. The survey will be enlarged 
by a random sample of WML located in agglomerations in order to investigate potential differences of the 
implementation of innovative activities depending on the location. Goals include, firstly, gaining a general 
picture of the cooperative behaviour of these firms and the significance of translocal knowledge dynamics 
and, secondly, comparison of their innovation patterns with results of the CIS data. Thirdly, it will be decided 
which firms will be more closely examined as part of the interviews in phase 3upon analysis of the results.

Once the questionnaire has been generated and tested, the firms will be contacted by telephone to 
take the standardized survey (CATI: computer aided telephone interview). More specifically, the interviews 
will obtain information on the types of innovation activities pursued, the motives for collaborations, and the 
different cooperation partners depending on their geographic locations as well as the forms of knowledge 
creation processes that are used. The results of the survey will then be combined and analysed using de-
scriptive statistics. Based on the results of the analysis, firms will then be categorized according to certain 
criteria (e.g. R&D activities, degree of internationalization and cooperation behaviour). It is expected that the 
firms can be categorized into three or four types, depending on the scope of innovation activities, the scope 
of their linkages to other actors, and the role of each firm’s location.

112 Bundesinstitut für Bau-, Stadt- und Raumforschung (BBSR), “Raumordnungsbericht 2011“, Bonn, 2012.
113 F. Castellacci, “Technological paradigms, regimes and trajectories: Manufacturing and service industries in a new taxonomy of 

sectoral patterns of innovation”, Research policy 37 (2008) 6–7, pp. 978–994; G. Herrigel and J. Zeitlin, “Inter‐Firm Relations 
in Global Manufacturing: Disintegrated Production and Its Globalization”, in: G. Morgan et al. (eds), The Oxford Handbook of 
Comparative Institutional Analysis, Whitley: Oxford University Press, 2010; K. Pavitt, “Sectoral patterns of technical change: 
Towards a taxonomy and a theory”, Policy Research 13 (1984) 6, pp. 343–373.

114 Venohr and Lang, “Deutsche Weltmarktführer”; Ermann, Lang and Megerle, “Weltmarktführer abseits der Agglomerationsräume”.
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Stage 3: Case Studies: Innovation Patterns of Selected World Market Leaders

Based on the typology of innovators, a maximum of ten firms will be selected for a more in-depth exam-
ination of their innovation patterns. In addition to requesting in-depth information about the structure and 
quantitative relevance of relationships, semi-structured in-depth interviews with the firm management 
(CEOs, department heads of technology and innovation management or research and development, inno-
vation managers) will be conducted, where strategies and motives for collaborations, qualities of the rela-
tionships formed and further topics will be examined from a geographical perspective. At the centre of the 
analysis is the issue of spatializations of these relationships, that is, the issue of city, territory, pipeline or oth-
er geographically structured formats. Up to five interviews per firm are planned, during which the software 
VennMaker115 will be used, so that the relationships can be interactively visualised, evaluated, and discussed 
while the interviews are taking place.

Stage 4: Analysis and Evaluation of Results with regard to Translocal Knowledge Dynamics

In a first evaluation step, the quantitative and qualitative data obtained in stages 2 and 3 is comparatively 
evaluated and analysed on the level of individual firms. The qualitative data is analysed as part of a qualitative 
content analysis using appropriate software (e.g. MaxQDA). In doing so, the focus of the analysis is on the 
geographical characteristics of relationships and on the types of settings and practices used to generate 
knowledge. Categories will thereby be formed based on the interview questionnaire developed from the the-
oretical discussion, and will be assigned quotes from the interviews. As part of the analysis procedure, these 
categories are inductively extended into subcategories and relevant interview sequences are assigned. 

In a second evaluation step, the data is comparatively analysed. Differences and commonalities of the 
firms are addressed. For the purpose of a triangulation of data obtained through different means, the results 
of the interviews will be compared to the survey results of each firm, in order to develop a broad, multi-lay-
ered and comprehensive understanding of the firms’ innovation patterns.

Stage 5: Final Presentation of Results, Conclusions regarding Theory, Policy Implications

The results of the individual phases are subsequently merged and combined with regard to the central ques-
tions of the project. In addition, the following questions should be answered with the goal of identifying the 
project’s contribution to the policy debate:

• Do firms rely on and benefit from translocal knowledge dynamics equally?
• Through which conditions are firms able to generate and use translocal knowledge dynamics?

115 VennMaker is a software-based tool that can be used in the communicative surveying and validation of personal networks  
or in the visualisation of internal and external relations in workgroups, councils or projects or in client-centred consulting, (see  
www.vennmaker.com , accessed 13 June 2016)

Figure 6: overview of the work 
programme. Source: own 
elaboration
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• How can these conditions be improved in order to drive interrelations of firms outside of their re-
spective regions?

• Can comparable conditions and approaches be adopted by other firms and regions?

4 Conclusion

Our theoretical framework refers to current debates in innovation studies and economic geography on in-
novation and space. For a long time, assumptions of territorial innovation models on positive effects of 
colocation for knowledge exchange dominated the discourse. Current debates on the role of different forms 
of proximity and distance between actors and on the role of translocal knowledge dynamics for innovation 
processes have realigned the discourse. Firms are increasingly understood and researched as organizations 
that interact with other actors within multiple and multi-scalar interrelations to shape their innovation pro-
cesses. As Shearmur and Doloreux put it, a “shift from exploring innovation in clusters to exploring how firms 
in different types of environments innovate” is one way to deal with this geographical complexity.116

Through the research on highly innovative firms located outside of agglomerations, we aim to contribute 
to the theoretical debate through:

• the characterization of structure and quality of translocal linkages of the assessed firms, allowing 
them to access knowledge;

• gaining insights about the use of different forms of knowledge creation and the relation of proximity 
and distance in innovation processes;

• investigating the use of different spatial formats in knowledge creation processes and how these 
formats relate to each other in changing spatial orders;

• evaluating the relevance of the assessed firms’ own locations in the context of their global actions;
• evaluating results with regard to transferability to other firms and locations.

116 Shearmur and Doloreux, “How open innovation processes vary between urban and remote environments”.
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Response Papers

Response by Olivier Crevoisier
Research Group in Territorial Economy, University of Neuchâtel, Switzerland

The Distinction Between Innovation and Knowledge / Learning

Many approaches in economic sociology, in innovation studies and economic geography consider knowl-
edge mostly as an input of innovation. In other words, knowledge is embodied in products, services, and 
activities during the production phase and then sold on markets with a monetary counterpart. This view is, 
of course, still valid; it is typical of the industrial society. However, it should be challenged in several ways in 
a post-industrial economy and society.

Firstly, it supposes that knowledge and learning occur upstream of production and only in the production 
sphere. However, today many authors insist on the active involvement of customers in a culture-based and 
knowledge-based society (see for instance literature about open innovation or about the experience econ-
omy). Florence would have no value if pupils all around the world didn’t know anything about Rinascimento. 
Young people tend to have a great ability to build a big use value from their smartphones, while older people, 
who pay a similar amount of money, profit less from them.

Secondly, with the growing importance of communication, internet, media, and so on in a culture-based 
and knowledge-based economy, value construction processes take the form of social interactions aimed at 
1) evaluating goods, activities, and places, amongst other things 2) valorizing them (this refers to the “valu-
ation” literature). Academics, chefs, football players, artists, and others are first acknowledged as “authors” 
in their respective communities. The more they are cited, seen on TV or on the internet and so on, that is, 
the more they are praised by peoples’ “opinions”, the more valuable they are. The more widely shared their 
knowledge is in their community, the more “worth” they have. Here, value is not embodied in goods or in ser-
vices; it is embedded in communities and places. It is not “owned”, or exclusively “controlled” by a company; 
it is “shared” and valued in a community.

Thirdly, there are many ways in which monetary income can be generated in a post-industrial economy 
(see the growing literature about business models). The traditional model of goods sold on the market with a 
direct monetary counterpart still matters, but it is one way among many other ways to make money today. 
Acknowledged “authors” who share their knowledge, whether they be people, companies, or places, can 
make money by selling goods at very high prices (for instance, the jerseys of famous football players), but 
they can also be sponsored, they can associate their name to products, services, works, and places, so that 
customers will spend their money directly or indirectly.

The Form of Knowledge Dynamics

The link between knowledge dynamics and space is traditionally thought of through the distinction between 
codified and tacit knowledge. The latter refers to the question of the cost of moving knowledge in space 
(tacit knowledge would not be mobile) and to the social appropriation of knowledge: codified knowledge 
could be appropriated by companies and capitalists, whereas tacit knowledge would literally be in the bod-
ies of workers. Moreover, it postulates that knowledge is something scarce. Today, however, we are over-
whelmed by knowledge from everywhere. There is internet access for a huge and rapidly growing amount of 
codified knowledge and there are video conferences for face-to-face learning. Moreover, workers, custom-
ers, students, and researchers have become highly mobile. In my opinion, this distinction never convinces 
and should definitely be dropped. In such a context, knowledge dynamics have a dramatically changed form.

Over the last ten years, the possibilities of remote learning have evolved tremendously. Thanks to the 
internet, it is possible to exchange complex information and to interact in a face-to-face context, even in a 
multilateral way. Physical mobility has also developed and now allows highly selective meetings. All these 
aspects open the field. In such a context, what has changed regarding centres and peripheries? Do remote 
peripheries really exist in Germany?
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Literature about territorial innovation models (TIMS) was based on the assumption that regional knowl-
edge clusters were developing along trajectories. In such a paradigm, the winning regions / companies are 
those who are first to develop the cutting-edge knowledge in their specialized field. Today, given the huge in-
crease in accessibility, the exploitation of complementary knowledge existing somewhere else is an import-
ant affair for companies and regions! Combinatorial territorial knowledge dynamics are the crucial source of 
competitiveness.

Of course, the capacity to interact and to mobilize distant / mobile knowledge also depends on the knowl-
edge accumulated in the past. Today, however, territorial knowledge dynamics develop mostly across com-
panies, sectors and regions.
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Response by Michael Fritsch
Professor of Business Dynamics, Innovation and Economic Change, University of Jena, Germany

The project “Peripheral but Global: World Market Leaders outside of Agglomerations” is definitely import-
ant research for at least two reasons. Firstly, it studies a phenomenon that we do not know much about. 
Secondly, it investigates a counterexample to the widespread prejudice that successful innovation requires 
agglomeration economies and is hardly possible outside larger cities.117 Although this prejudice may more or 
less hold true for countries like the US, I suspect that it does not apply in the same way to more decentral-
ized spatial structures such as Germany. Hence, the results of this research may lead to a more balanced 
and realistic assessment of the role of cities for innovation.

I have two main comments that I believe to be very important at this early stage of the project. My first 
point is that the empirical investigation should not be entirely focused on firms outside agglomerations but 
should include a sufficient number of observations in the centre of large agglomerations. The reason for this 
is that in order to be able to identify the special features of innovation activities outside agglomerations, a 
counterfactual is needed. Innovators outside agglomerations need to be compared with those located inside 
large agglomerations, simply to find out in how far they are different.

My second point concerns the selection of cases studied that are located outside of agglomerations. 
I propose to have a sufficient number of innovators in the sample that are in extremely peripheral places, 
such as remote valleys of the Black Forest. Comparing innovators in extremely different spatial environ-
ments, such as large cities vs. rural periphery, may show the relevant differences most clearly. In this regard, 
it would be important to find out how these firms deal with factors that are often regarded as important 
bottlenecks for innovation, such as access to knowledge and availability of qualified workforce and external 

117 E. Glaeser, Triumph of the City: How Our Greatest Invention Makes Us Richer, Smarter, Greener, Healthier, and Happier, London: 
Macmillan, 2011; R. Florida, P. Adler and C. Mellander, “The City as Innovation Machine”, Regional Studies 51 (2017) 1, pp. 86–96.
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finance. In particular, the type of innovation activities and of entrepreneurship in these locations may be 
rather different.

Moreover, the project should investigate locational choices. Why is a firm located in a certain place? 
Should we consider the history of the firm? Why do firms in peripheral places not relocate to centres of 
economic activity?

Response by Markus Grillitsch
Researcher at the Department of Human Geography, University of Lund, Sweden

I would like to point out the centrality of the question of how firms in the periphery “manage to create and 
maintain translocal connections to generate and utilize knowledge for their innovation processes.” Your pre-
liminary statistical results, our findings in Sweden and other research that you cite clearly show that there 
are innovative firms in the periphery. This suggests that they are able to develop strong in-house capacities 
and to acquire knowledge non-locally. Furthermore, we have also found that internal competences are es-
sential to overcome locational disadvantages.118 Hence, I encourage you to pay particular attention to this 
interplay between internal and external knowledge creation. Furthermore, it would be important to see how 
firms can attract and retain highly qualified staff, who are essential in this process.

One aspect that you could discuss more extensively is that of negative knowledge externalities. The 
literature that you refer to considers knowledge spillovers in principle as something positive, and thus being 
deprived of local knowledge spillovers is something you need to compensate for. However, the management 
literature especially also emphasises potential negative effects of knowledge spillovers in the form of labour 
poaching and knowledge leakage. There are even some studies suggesting that strong firms may want to 
locate outside clusters, as strong firms have more to lose than to gain from knowledge spillovers. I have 
added some more detailed comments below:

While local knowledge spillovers may be especially important for small firms, large multinational enter-
prises are less dependent on them, have multiple locations, and operate globally. Maybe the most interesting 
case is that of small / medium-sized firms that are leading in a small market niche.

I would add to the definition of dynamic capabilities the capability to change routines and create new 
ones as a response to changes in the competitive landscape.

We should also be cautious when linking the “extra-regional” with “transnational”. A focus on transnation-
al practices would suggest the need to engage more with the global innovation networks literature. For ex-
ample, the hypothesis that WML outside agglomerations maintain particularly strong transnational relation-
ships would need to be confirmed in your study. It could also be that they do not have more transnational 
relationships but instead have more national ones (with Munich, Hamburg, Stuttgart, and so on).

As regards the survey, it makes sense of course to orient it towards the CIS. In addition, however, I would 
like to encourage you to find ways to collect better network data. Working on global network data with the 
CIS shows that this is really restricted in the world regions, of which there are only few. Hence, if you could 
capture the countries and not only the few world regions, as well as more data about the intensity (which 
partners; how many; what type of relationship), this would be a good addition.

Response by Anna Growe
Jun.-Professor for Regional Governance, University of Heidelberg, Germany

Temporary Spatial Settings as a Means of Creating Innovations?

The research outline “Peripheral but Global: World Market Leaders outside of Agglomerations” presents the 
aims of the project with the objectives of better understanding how firms obtain relevant knowledge for their 

118 M. Grillitsch, and M. Nilsson, “Firm performance in the periphery: on the relation between firm-internal knowledge and local 
knowledge spillovers”, Regional Studies (2016), pp. 1–13.
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innovation process, as well as investigating what role relationships across geographical distance and inter-
relations with actors within the firm’s own region play in that context.

Part of the outline is the assumption that interlinkages of different nature must enable world market 
leaders located outside of agglomerations to participate in global knowledge flows, to facilitate and main-
tain relationships across distance and to create knowledge for innovation processes. Behind this explicit 
assumption is the implicit assumption that — although world market leaders may be located outside ag-
glomerations — a significant number of knowledge holders who should be interacted with are located inside 
agglomerations.

My response will focus on one aspect related to this implicit assumption: the different possibilities of 
temporary settings as a means of knowledge exchange and to create innovations.

Why Temporary Spatial Settings as a means of Knowledge Exchange and to Create Innovations?

The outline refers to a well-known argumentation: the argument of facilitating the exchange of knowledge 
through face-to-face contact due to specific advantages of such contacts:119

1 Firstly, face-to-face interaction is an effective communication technique that is rich in content. The 
observation of one’s counterpart facilitates the exchange of both verbal and non-verbal direct feed-
back, in addition to substantive information.

2 Secondly, it facilitates the development of trust. Trust reinforces incentives for genuine commitment 
and reduces the occurrence of free-riding in partnerships.

3 Thirdly, face-to-face interaction makes it possible to check the viability of partners and become ac-
quainted with them. This facilitates the assessment of work activities and the development of mutual 
values.

4 Fourthly, face-to-face interaction creates motivation and enthusiasm (rush) for working on a joint project.

These positive effects of face-to-face communication arise from colocation, that is from the immediate 
spatial proximity of the stakeholders. Since the mid-2000s, however, it has been pointed out that colo-
cation must by no means be permanent, for example. in terms of communication between geographically 
proximate firms. Stakeholder constellations in temporary spatial proximity can also facilitate face-to-face 
interaction and the positive effects of this type of communication.120 

Based on this, I would like to draw attention to two aspects that could be helpful for an analysis both of 
the role that relationships across geographical distance play and of the role that the firms’ own locations 
and their interrelations with actors within the region play: these aspects are (1) the interplay of organized and 
geographical proximity and (2) different forms of temporary spatial proximity that can be used to exchange 
knowledge.

Interplay of Organized Proximity and Geographical Proximity

According to Torre, when carrying out collaborative work processes, both permanent geographical proximity 
and organized proximity play a central role.121 With the aid of information and communications technologies 
(ICT), interaction can be guaranteed in collaborative work processes of longer duration in spite of distance 

119 M. Storper and A.-J. Venables, “Buzz: face-to-face contact in the urban economy”, Journal of Economic Geography 4 (2004) 4, 
pp. 351–370.

120 P. Maskell, H. Bathelt and A. Malmberg, “Building global knowledge pipelines: The role of temporary clusters”, European Planning 
Studies 14 (2006) 8, pp. 997–1013; A. Rallet and A. Torre, “Temporary Geographical Proximity for Business and Work Coordina-
tion: When, How and Where?”, SPACES online 7 (2009) 2.

121 A. Torre, “The role of proximity during long-distance collaborative projects. Temporary geographical proximity helps”, International 
Journal of Foresight and Innovation Policy 7 (2011) 1–2–3, pp. 213–230.
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(organized proximity). However, temporary geographical proximity is indispensable for specific phases of the 
work process.122

One important question is therefore that of how phases of temporary spatial proximity are embedded 
in the entire work process. At what stages of the work process (from initiation to completion) is temporary 
spatial proximity used for knowledge exchange? What kind of knowledge is exchanged in a face-to-face 
context during different phases of the work process of world market leaders? Are there reasons to meet 
during different phases of the work process of world market leaders, other than to exchange knowledge?

These questions concern the interplay between phases of colocation and concern all the advantages of 
traditional agglomeration effects as well as those of the phases of long-distance collaboration, during which 
other forms of proximity (e.g. cognitive proximity and / or social proximity) are used.123

One concept dealing with the complementarity of organized proximity and geographical proximity, as 
is also mentioned in the research outline, is the concept of “local buzz and global pipelines”.124 This particu-
lar concept assumes not only that exchange through face-to-face interaction in permanent local clusters 
plays a large role in the case of economic processes and knowledge exchange, but also that companies use 
various strategies to set up “pipelines”, so that they can participate in the “buzz” of other spaces. Organiza-
tional connections to locations in other regions can be interpreted as “pipelines”.125 

However, the setting up and maintaining of permanent “pipelines” is associated with high costs. For this 
reason, “pipelines” are not always realised as permanent constellations, such as the opening of a branch 
office. Temporary measures, such as business trips to the premises of partners in other regions126 or partici-
pation in temporary clusters127 also enable companies to enjoy the advantages of colocation in geographical 
proximity.

This is the starting point for the second aspect that I would like to draw attention to: the different forms 
of temporary spatial proximity that can be used to exchange knowledge (or for other purposes) in working 
processes.

Different Forms of Temporary Spatial Proximity
A huge body of literature dealing with temporary spatial proximity focuses on “temporary clusters”,128 but a 
wide variety of forms in which temporary spatial proximity could be achieved exists. Rychen and Zimmer-
mann make a distinction between temporary clusters and the mode of movement.129 They differentiate two 
primary types of temporary spatial proximity, which are (1) temporary clusters130 and (2) “moving”131.

These two basic types represent different characteristics that may be focal points of temporary spatial 
proximity. When participating in temporary clusters, the openness of the situation and the possibility of 
making new contacts are priorities. Of course it is still the case in temporary clusters that business transac-
tions are concluded and interactions with existing partners are deepened. The fundamental characteristic 
of temporary clusters, however, is the joint opportunity to exchange information with a previously undefined 
number of stakeholders and to meet new stakeholders.132 

122 A. Rallet and A. Torre, “Is geographical proximity necessary in the innovation networks in the era of global economy?”, GeoJour-
nal 49 (1999) 4, pp. 373–380.

123 Torre, “The role of proximity during long-distance collaborative projects”.
124 H. Bathelt, A. Malmberg and P. Maskell, “Clusters and knowledge: local buzz, global pipelines and the process of knowledge 

creation”, Progress in Human Geography 82 (2004) 1, pp. 31–56.
125 Ibid.; M.-S. Gertler, “Buzz without being there? Communities of practice in context”, in: A. Amin and J. Roberts J (eds.), Commu-

nity, economic creativity, and organization, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008, pp. 203–226.
126 J.-V. Beaverstock and L. Budd, “International business travel in a digital world economy”, Research in Transportation Business & 

Management 9 (2013), pp. 1–4.
127 P.-F. Li, “Global temporary networks of clusters: structures and dynamics of trade fairs in Asian economies”, Journal of Economic 

Geography 14 (2014) 5, pp. 995–1021.
128 Bathelt, Malmberg and Maskell, “Clusters and knowledge”; Maskell, Bathelt and Malmberg, “Building global knowledge pipelines”.
129 F. Rychen F and J.-B. Zimmermann, “Clusters in the Global Knowledge-based Economy: Knowledge Gatekeepers and Temporary 

Proximity”, Regional Studies 42 (2008) 6, pp. 767–776.
130 Bathelt, Malmberg and Maskell, “Clusters and knowledge”; Maskell, Bathelt and Malmberg, “Building global knowledge pipelines”.
131 A. Torre and A. Rallet, “Proximity and Localization”, Regional Studies 39 (2005) 1, pp. 47–59; A. Torre, “On the Role Played by 

Temporary Geographical Proximity in Knowledge Transmission”, Regional Studies 42 (2008) 6, pp. 869–889.
132 H. Bathelt and N. Schuldt, “International Trade Fairs and Global Buzz, Part I: Ecology of Global Buzz”, European Planning Studies 

18 (2010) 12, pp. 1957–1974.
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In contrast, the “moving” model is geared towards a particular place and / or stakeholder. The focus here-
in is on bilateral and multilateral exchanges with predetermined stakeholders targeting a predetermined 
objective. The “moving” model occurs as a basic type of temporary spatial proximity in almost all business 
processes.

The “moving” model can be subdivided further into two main perspectives, namely (1) the focus on project 
work as a working context; and (2) the focus on travelling to the premises of work partners (clients, suppliers 
and collaborators).

Temporary Spatial Proximity in Project Work

Face-to-face communication with remotely located partners occurs in the everyday working context to fa-
cilitate work organization and interaction during the work process.133 Therefore, the first perspective covers 
interaction within a project that is determined by the target-oriented tasks undertaken by all stakeholders 
working together.

Project work is characterized by the fact that different parts of the work process, for example produc-
tion and research, are carried out at different sites, which may be located in different regions. However, the 
joint work requires regular, face-to-face exchanges, and communication through information technology is 
insufficient. Rallet and Torre cite six situations leading to temporary work constellations in spatial proximity, 
which are of different importance in different phases of the joint work.134 The participating partners must 
(1) be known to each other, (2) develop a common concept regarding the technical bases for the project, (3) 
align their existing concepts with each other as the project develops, (4) develop mutual trust, (5) come to an 
agreement regarding the next steps, and (6) reach an agreement on the distribution of the expected costs 
and benefits of the project.

Therefore, the importance of face-to-face interaction may change during the work process and is often 
particularly crucial in the beginning phase of the project. After work on the project is completed, the employ-
ees involved return to work at their respective companies.135

Temporary Spatial Proximity through Travelling to the Premises of Partners

The second perspective concentrates on travelling. Papers discussing travelling specify the “moving” model 
through business trips to visit partners or clients. Here, the need for face-to-face communication is covered 
by business travel, on the part of individuals or groups of employees.136 In this case, large firms with exten-
sive financial and human resources can deploy employee groups for extended periods more easily than 
small firms can.

This perspective also brings physical mobility in an increasingly digital working environment,137 as well as 
specific settings where meetings take place138 into focus. In this context, workplaces are not just specific 
sites in companies, but relational contexts in which people work.139

133 G. Grabher, “The Project Ecology of Advertising: Tasks, Talents and Teams”, Regional Studies 36 (2002) 3, pp. 245–262; O. Ibert, 
“Projects and firms as discordant complements: organisational learning in the Munich software ecology”, Research Policy 33 
(2004) 10, pp. 1529–1546.

134 Rallet and Torre, “Temporary Geographical Proximity for Business and Work Coordination”.
135 G. Grabher, “Temporary Architectures of Learning: Knowledge Governance in Project Ecologies”, Organization Studies 25 (2004) 

9, pp. 1491–1514.
136 J. Faulconbridge and al., “Corporate ecologies of business travel in professional service firms: Working towards a research 

agenda”, European Urban and Regional Studies 16 (2009) 3, pp. 295–308; A. Aguiléra, V. Lethiais and A. Rallet, “Spatial Proximity 
and Intercompany Communication: Myths and Realities”, European Planning Studies 23 (2014) 4, pp. 798–810.

137 Beaverstock and Budd, “International business travel in a digital world economy”; P. Gustafson, “Business Travel from the 
Traveller’s Perspective: Stress, Stimulation and Normalization”, Mobilities 9 (2013) 1, pp. 1–21.

138 D. McNeill, “The airport hotel as business space”, Geografiska Annaler: Series B, Human Geography 91 (2009) 3, pp. 219–228.
139 N. Ettlinger, “Cultural economic geography and a relational and microspace approach to trusts, rationalities, networks, and 

change in collaborative workplaces”, Journal of Economic Geography 3 (2003) 2, pp. 145–171.
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Implications

Based on these comments, I would like to encourage the project organisers to strengthen their focus on 
temporary spatial settings during the work processes of the world market leaders outside of agglomerations. 
In which phases of their work processes is face-to-face interaction — be it to exchange knowledge or for 
other purposes — important? With whom is face-to-face interaction important? How is this face-to-face-in-
teraction organized? How is the interplay of face-to-face-interaction and interaction via telecommunication 
technologies organized?

Working on these questions could help to understand the role that relationships across geographical 
distance and the in firms’ own location play to participate in global knowledge flows. The comment above 
give hints on a variety of possible ways to organize face-to-face-interaction in work processes.

Response by Richard G. Shearmur
Professor at the McGill School of Urban Planning, Montréal, Canada

In light of our discussions about innovation and space in July 2016, some conceptual questions emerge. 
These can be classified under three headings: the conceptualization of innovation, the conceptualization of 
space, and how we think the two are linked.

Conceptualization of Innovation

Firstly, we come to innovation. This can be of many different types, but I will assume for now that the focus 
is on private-sector innovation (i.e. innovations introduced by companies in view of gaining market share 
and generating profit). A first distinction needs to be made between single-establishment and multi-es-
tablishment firms. A single-establishment firm can — in theory — be located, whereas locating a multi-es-
tablishment firm is far more problematic. Given this first distinction, another distinction is the one between 
the scopes of the innovations being studied: are we only interested in world-firsts or market-firsts, or are 
we interested in incremental innovations? The former make more headlines and are well-publicized, but 
the latter are often crucial to the survival and development of firms. Another distinction needs to be made 
between world-leading firms — which are not necessarily innovative, for example in cases where their world 
leadership rests upon reputation, quality or a traditional design — and innovative firms. A further distinction is 
that of firm size: small firms are mobile, and when they innovate they may easily be bought by other firms. 
Larger firms, even if they are perhaps less able to relocate, can open production facilities in other places if 
their innovation requires it.140

A final distinction, of course, exists between different types of innovation. Even if we claim that the inno-
vation process is broadly similar for all types of innovation — it consists in taking an initial idea, researching 
and developing it (possibly in collaboration), prototyping or applying it (again, possibly by collaborating with 
others), and implementing or marketing it — the outcome of innovation can be a new product (which can 
often be patented), a new process (far more risky to patent), or a new organizational structure. If we allow 
for the fact that innovation processes may differ between innovators — some may rely more on internal re-
sources, some more on collaborative work, some more on market information, some more on technological 
knowledge — and that there is not necessarily a connection between the process and the outcome, matters 
become even more complicated.

The purpose of highlighting this complexity is not to conclude that the study of innovation is futile. How-
ever, given this wide variety of possible innovators, innovation scopes, innovation processes and innovation 
types, any study of the geography of innovation needs to be very clear about its main focus, as it is likely 
that each type of innovation and innovator will tend to be more attuned to particular types of geographic 
context. Indeed, it is perhaps more productive to concentrate on the ways in which innovators adapt to their 

140 R. Shearmur, “Far from the Madding Crowd: Slow Innovators, Information Value and the Geography of Innovation”, Growth & 
Change 46 (2015) 2, pp. 424–442.
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environment than to start with a rigid understanding of innovation, which may only be applicable to certain 
innovators in certain contexts.141 I would argue that there has been an overemphasis on the importance of 
openness, buzz and clustering, because the understanding of innovation that has often prevailed in litera-
ture has been derived from work by (urban) researchers studying (agglomerated) innovators.142 Their work 
has been good at describing how clustered innovators interact and generate certain types of innovation 
(often reduced to patents and / or technological innovation), but has entirely overlooked other types of inno-
vator and innovation emerging in other, less visible, contexts.

Conceptualization of Space

This brings us to context, to geography itself. Here too, things need to be thought through carefully. Firstly, 
the centre / periphery distinction is not absolute: there are, of course, towns and cities that are more central 
in every country and region: they are large, networks converge there and a major infrastructure (airports, 
ports, rail terminals) exists. A periphery is a region or location that is “far away” from these centres. Yet, in 
some countries — such as the Netherlands — a periphery may be a relatively dense area with many small 
towns, which may be 100km from a global city. In other countries — Canada, for example — it may consist 
of a sparsely populated region with one small town, which is 1,000km from a minor world city. “Periphery” 
is a relative concept: it consists of areas within a geographic system of settlement that are of relatively low 
density and that are relatively far from major centres.

A second point is that geography can be thought of in terms of accessibility, where each location is more 
or less accessible to others and geographic space is a surface of accessibility, or in terms of regions, where 
each region has borders, has some internal cultural, institutional or administrative processes, and provides a 
local context for the firm. These two conceptualizations are not mutually exclusive, but need to be thought 
of separately.143 

Conceptualizing the Link between Geography and Innovation

When considering the geography of innovation, a fundamental question is that of whether or not the geo-
graphic location of an establishment (i.e. the location of its physical buildings) tells us much about the con-
text it is operating in. I have already evoked the problem of multi-establishment firms. But consider a sin-
gle-establishment firm: its employees may travel extensively,144 they may be well connected via the internet 
and other communication technologies to people across the globe, and they may of course share non-geo-
graphic proximities with many other actors.145 This leads to the key question of “where” is the establish-
ment? If its employees are away, and if those sitting in the office are connected via communities of practice 
to interlocutors across the globe146, then can we really locate it? The idea that innovation can be imputed to 
a location presupposes that we can locate the establishment that is innovating; yet if we consider the diffi-
culties inherent in deciding where an establishment (i.e. its employees) is located, we may be less confident 
in assigning innovation to particular places.

The alternative is to conceptualize the establishment as being an intersection of trajectories, much in the 
same way that Massey147 conceives regions: for her a region consists of a gathering of people. Each person 
is mobile, and spends some time in the “region” and some outside of it. Thus, each person — when in the 

141 R. Shearmur and D. Doloreux, “How open innovation processes vary between urban and remote environments: slow innova-
tors, market-sourced information and frequency of interaction”, Entrepreneurship & Regional Development 28 (2016) 5–6, 
pp. 337–357.

142 R. Shearmur, “Urban Bias in Innovation Studies”, in: H. Bathelt et al. (eds), The Elgar Companion to Innovation and Knowledge 
Creation: A Multi-Disciplinary Approach, Cheltenham: Edward Elgar, forthcoming.

143 R. Shearmur, “Innovation, Regions and Proximity: From Neo-regionalism to Spatial Analysis”, Regional Studies 45 (2011) 9, 
pp. 1225–44.

144 H. Bathelt and P. Turi, “Local, global and virtual buzz: The importance of face-to-face contact in economic interaction and 
possibilities to go beyond”, Geoforum 42 (2011) 5, pp. 520–29.

145 R. Boschma, “Proximity and Innovation: A Critical assessment”, Regional Studies 39 (2005) 1, pp. 51–74.
146 A. Amin and J. Roberts (eds.), Community, Economic Creativity and Organization, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008.
147 D. Massey, For Space, London: Routledge, 2005.
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region — is simultaneously part of the local regional dynamics and part of global and / or a-spatial dynamics. 
Likewise, an establishment is composed of employees who are simultaneously part of the establishment 
and situated on trajectories that take them in and out of the establishment’s physical location. This way of 
thinking has yet to be thought through as regards its empirical consequences, but ties in with the growing 
work on the sociology of mobility spearheaded by Urry.148

In short, the proposed project — to study the geography of world leaders in Germany’s peripheral ar-
eas — is an innovative project that can begin to explore some of these ideas. Needless to say, it would be 
difficult to tackle them all at once, but at the very least, when choices are made they need to take into 
account the types of questions and problems raised, and be clear on how each choice positions the project 
relative to these wider questions.

148 J. Urry, Mobilities, Cambridge: Polity Press, 2007.
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